
 Symbol Card for ‘minus’ 
(per child)

 Symbol Card for ‘equals’ 
from M43 (per child)

 Question Mark Symbol 
Card from M61 (per       
child)

 Paper strips from             
M62 (per child)

 Set of 4 Picture Scenarios

 10 counters (per child)

 5 toy animals

 A pencil (per child)

15–20 minutes

FIVE ANIMALS IN THE ZOO – CODING (SUBTRACTION)

In the Zoo:

Start by saying: There were 5 animals in the zoo. But then 1 animal was taken away to be in a circus. Then say: We 
have the description of a problem in this story. What do we need next to turn this story into an arithmetical 
problem? Agree that you need a question. What’s the question? What question should follow this description to 
make our problem?  (How many animals were left in the zoo?)

Place your set of 5 animals on the table. Ask your child to show what happened to the animals in the story.

Now put the animals away and place 3 strips and a set of mathematical Symbol Cards (–, = and ?) on the table. 
Ask your child to model the problem and its solution. Use questions to prompt them, for example: What did we 
start off with? (All the animals.) So which strip will we use for that? (The longest strip - it shows the whole, all the 
animals.) Then what happened? (One animal went away.) What mathematical symbol can we use for that? (Minus 
or take away, to show us that something went away.) We’ve shown that something went away. What do we need 
to show now? (The animal that went away.) What can we use for that? (A short strip – ‘part’ went away.) So the 
long strip take away the short strip; whole take away part. Now what do we need? Yes, that’s right, an equals 
Symbol Card and then the question mark. Now we have a model of the problem:

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can identify the different parts of an arithmetical problem: the description of the problem and the question.
Your child can identify which quantity in a verbal description is the whole, and which are the parts.
Your child can use substitute strips and mathematical symbols to ‘write down’ arithmetical problems involving subtraction.
Your child can identify a possible description of the problem and the question from a given picture, and then create a model of the 
problem and its solution.

To develop the ability to code ‘from concrete to abstract’ – create a visual model of 
the quantitative relationship between ‘whole’ and ‘parts’, for solving arithmetical problems
To develop the skills required for solving word problems involving subtraction
To develop the ability to identify the two different parts of an arithmetical problem 
presented verbally: the description of the problem and the question
To practise creating visual models of problems and their solutions, given a verbal scenario
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Verbalise the model of the problem: So the problem we have to solve is, ‘Whole minus part equals what?’ (Another ‘part’.) Ask: What do we do next to 
show this answer? (Put down the other short strip – some of the animals who were left.) So ‘Whole minus part equals part’. Can we replace our 
question mark with the right strip, so we have modelled the solution to the problem?  Encourage your child to add a shorter strip in place of the 
question mark so that the model now looks like this:

Can You Write the Code For These Problems?

Each child doing this session should do the following activities individually. Challenge them to use the same process as before to represent the 
following arithmetical problem: There were 7 decorations to hang on the Christmas tree, but when the children started to hang them, they found 
that 2 were completely broken. How many decorations could they hang on the Christmas tree?

Put out the counters to represent the decorations and have them re-enact the description of the problem to show the answer to the question. Then 
ask them to use their paper strips and the mathematical Symbol Cards to show the problem and the solution. If they need help, break the process 
down into small steps and use questions to prompt them, as in the previous activity. 

When they have finished, read the problem aloud together: All of the decorations minus the ones that were broken equals the ones that weren’t 
broken. There were some left. Then ask: So whole minus part equals what? (Part.)

Challenge your child to work through as many more subtraction scenarios as you wish. Some examples are given below, but you can make up as 
many as you require:

• Friends – A boy had 5 friends. Recently 2 of them moved to another town with their families. How many friends does the boy have left?

• Rabbits and Squirrels – There were 3 rabbits playing on the grass. They ran after each other and had a very good time. Then 1 rabbit got bored and 
went into the forest to play with the squirrels. How many rabbits carried on playing?

• Eggs – I bought 6 eggs from the store but when I got home, 3 of them were broken and had made a mess everywhere. How many eggs did I have to 
cook with?

FIVE ANIMALS IN THE ZOO – CODING (SUBTRACTION) – continued
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Picture Scenarios:

Give your child a Picture Scenario card, their paper strips and the Symbol Cards (–, = and ?). Ask them to look at the picture, discuss it, and identify a 
possible arithmetical problem represented in the image. They should verbalise the description of the problem and the question. Then they should 
use their strips and Symbol Cards to model the problem and show its solution. They should then do a quick drawing in the remaining box of the 
solution – for example, sketch the 4 remaining trees, or 4 circles to represent 4 trees.

Repeat for the other Picture Scenario cards, one at a time.

Note: If your child comes up with a description of the problem involving addition instead of subtraction, let them go ahead and work through it. Then 
when they have finished, pose an alternative ‘subtraction’ story for the same Picture Scenario and encourage them to model that story too.
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Cut out the ‘minus’ Symbol Card.
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